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Personal Upward Path Plan

A step-by-step plan for reaching your own happy abundant life

Personal Upward Path Plan Page 1
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Survival    101  

Your   Upward   Path  
Let's Get Started  

Name:   ______________________  
(The way you would like it to appear on your certificate)

Start   Date: _______________________
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Step 1: Commit to your own Upward Path

Ask yourself this question

"Am I willing to commit to the Upward Path?"

If your answer is YES, proceed to Form 1 and 
commit to your own Upward Path.  

Step 1: Commit Page 3
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Notes:
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Step 1: Commit to your own Upward Path
Instructions:

B. Draw your line to commit to your Upward Path 
and say out loud to yourself while drawing:

C. Draw your Upward  Path in whatever way
speaks to you as long as it continues to go up

D. Take a deep breath and sign and date your Upward Path.
This is like a contract with yourself.

"I am committed to the Upward Path 
in my life no matter what."

A. Turn to Form 1 and get ready to draw a line
from the lower left dot to the upper right dot

Step 1: Commit Page 5
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Form 1: Commitment to Your Personal Upward Path

Step 1: Commit Page 6
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Step 2: Accept You are a Basic Core of Goodness

A. First discover who you are NOT

Instructions:

B. Discover who you really are

C. Go to Form 2 and Accept You are a Basic Core of Goodness

Step 2: Basic Core of Goodness Page 7
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Notes:
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Form 2: Commitment to a Love-Based Life

I fully accept

that my basic core of goodness

is my true self,

at all times,

with all people

and in all circumstances.

Signed: _________________________   Date: _____________________

Step 2: Basic Core of Goodness Page 9
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Form 2: DIY Option - Commitment to a Love-Based Life

Signed: _________________________   Date: _____________________

Step 2: Basic Core of Goodness Page 10
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Step 3: Find out where you are right now

"If a man happens to find himself, 
he has a mansion which he can inhabit with dignity all 

the days of his life."

-James A. Michener

Step 3: Where Are You Right Now? Page 11
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 Instructions for Form 3: Where am I Now?

To find out where you are right now, we will complete two exercises: 
form 3, which is a general questionnaire, and form 4, a simplified view 
of where you are in four areas of your life: business, social, physical 
and emotional. 

Let's get started: 

To discover where you are in your life right now, try answering some 
of the questions in form 3.  The idea behind the questions is to get a 
general feel for where you are at in each area of your life.  As you 
complete each question check it off the list.

Step 3: Where Are You Right Now? Page 12
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Form 3: Where am I Now? (Sample)

Where am I now?

Financially ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Physical Security (e.g. home) _______________________________________________________________________________

Physically/Healthwise _____________________________________________________________________________________

Socially _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Family __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Partner _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mentally ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Emotionally _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Spiritually _______________________________________________________________________________________________

What feelings and thoughts come up when I reflect on my current life and choices?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

How did I get to this place in my life?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Do my insides (self-esteem, values, beliefs, deepest desires, etc.) match my outsides (physical, social, financial, and security health)?

 What is the image I believe I am showing the world; how do I think the world sees me?

What lengths am I willing to go, what effort am I ready to make to match my outside life with my inside values and underlying desires?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Step 3: Where Are You Right Now?

✔

✔ Okay

✔ Mostly okay

✔ So-so; Feeling a lot of fatigue

✔ Isolated

✔ Okay, kids all well

✔ Marriage a little distant

✔ In fear about marriage and using alcohol to cope

✔ Not well, experiencing daily panic attacks that feel out of control

✔ What is that?

✔

I feel a little hopeless in some areas and don't feel like I have any choices; I'm just a victim to what others do

✔

Who knows?

✔

Not really; because I have a good job, it appears my life is better than it feels like it is inside

✔

I believe I am showing the world someone who isn't sure of herself; I think the world sees me as an imposter

✔

I'm not sure; maybe finish this course, but not sure what else to do to improve the quality of my life

Page 13
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Form 3: Where am I Now?
Where am I now?

Financially ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Physical Security (e.g. home) _______________________________________________________________________________

Physically/Healthwise _____________________________________________________________________________________

Socially _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Family __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Partner _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mentally ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Emotionally _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Spiritually _______________________________________________________________________________________________

What feelings and thoughts come up when I reflect on my current life and choices?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

How did I get to this place in my life?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Do my insides (self-esteem, values, beliefs, deepest desires, etc.) match my outsides (physical, social, financial, and security health)?

 What is the image I believe I am showing the world; how do I think the world sees me?

What lengths am I willing to go, what effort am I ready to make to match my outside life with my inside values and underlying desires?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Instructions for Form 4: Basic Life Inventory

Form 4 divides life inventory into Visible and Invisible needs.  
Use it to estimate how you feel each area of your life is going. 

Here are examples of what part of your life goes under each category.

Visible Needs:
• Business/Financial - Includes jobs, income, expenses and net worth.  Travel

could also go here but it may also go under Invisible Needs if it covers
emotional or mental needs.

• Social/Family - Spouse, partner, child, extended family, community
involvement, friends, social circles, neighbors and church groups.

• Physical Health - Physical condition, illness, nutrition, clothing, exercise;
possibly housing and safety tools like security cameras.  (Note housing may
also fit under business/financial)

Invisible Needs:
• Emotional/Mental/Spiritual - Includes sanity, serenity, peace, self-esteem,

security, love, meaning, purpose and spirituality

Step 3: Where Are You Right Now? Page 15
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For each of the four categories fill out the following information:

• Rating - The top row is the rating, which gives a general idea for how you are feeling 
about each area in your life. There are two ways you can rate each area:
o Scale of 0-10, where 0 is a hopeless or crisis status where 10 is abundant, or
o Percentage %, where 0% is hopeless and 100% is the most wonderful status

• Description - The middle row gives you a place to write a general description of why 
each area in your life is doing well or not.

• Pressures - The last row offers a place to list specific reasons or problems that you 
feel challenged with in each area. Tip: write the biggest pressures first.
Take a look at the example that follows before filling out your basic life inventory.

Instructions for Form 4: Basic Life Inventory (continued)

Step 3: Where Are You Right Now? Page 16
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Form 4: Basic Life Inventory (Sample)

Step 3: Where Are You Right Now? Page 17
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Form 4: Basic Life Inventory
Visible   Needs  Invisible   Needs  

Business/Financial  Social/Family  Physical/Health  Mental/Emotional/  
Spiritual  

Status   Rating:    _________  
  0-10   or   %

Status   Description:  

Status   Rating:    _________  
  0-10   or   %

Status   Description:  

Status   Rating:    _________  
  0-10   or   %

Status   Description:

Status   Rating:    _________  
  0-10   or   %

Status   Description:

Pressures:  

1.

2.

3.

Pressures:  

1.

2.

3.

Pressures:  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Pressures:  

1.

2.

3.

Step 3: Where Are You Right Now? Page 18
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Three Tools for self discovery
 Imagine what your life could be like!
 Draft your life mission
 Outline your deepest underlying desires in the 4 life areas:
 Business/Financial
 Social/Family
 Physical/Health
Mental/Emotional

Step 4
Discover where you 
want to be

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 19
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Step 4: Discover where you want to be 

Imagine what your life could be like! 
Answer these questions:
 Imagine you are at your 80th birthday party. How do you want people to

celebrate or remember you? (Idea from Stephen Covey)

 What did you leave behind/accomplish/value?

 What do you wish your life looked like today?

 Underneath it all, what matters to you the most.

 What does "success" look like to you?

 What is meaningful to you?

 If fear wasn't an issue, what would you have as a mission?

 If money wasn't an issue what would you so, be, or have?

 If you knew you couldn't fail?

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 20
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A. Just kick the ball anywhere and hope it makes it in?

OR

B. Line up the goal first and then kick the ball,

Why have a mission? 

You might be saying to yourself ,
“What can a bunch of words on a page do to help me reach my dream life?” 

Drafting a “mission” may seem like a waste of time, but when trying to reach a 
life dream is a lot like scoring in a game of soccer. Just like scoring in soccer, if 
you are trying to kick a ball into the goal, how likely is it for you to succeed if 
you:

Do you have a good idea of where you would really like to be? Forming 
a personal mission or, as I like to say, “recording what I know my main 
purpose in life is,” creates a “target” towards which I can aim. Are you 
ready to find your target? If so, review my mission statement and then 
draft your own!

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 21
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Notes:

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 22
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Form 5: Your Life Mission (Sample)

I want to live an abundant, prosperous, connected, 
artistic, beautiful, happy, free, and peaceful life in 
tune with the universal force and nature no matter 
what happens around me and teach others how to 
get there too, quicker than I did. 

Signed ____________________________________ Dated ____________________ 

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 23
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Form 5: Your Life Mission

Signed: _________________________  Date: _____________________

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 24
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Signed ____________________________________ Dated ____________________ 

Form 5: Drafting your life mission

When you are finished drafting your mission statement... 

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 25
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Instructions for Form 6: Deepest Underlying Desires Form

Once you have drafted your mission statement, review your form 4 life 
inventory to see where you would like to be given where you are right 
now in each of the four life areas. 

You can use form 6 to create and track your goals. With each goal, I like 
to see what my potential reward could be if I achieve that goal. 
Acknowledging and celebrating the rewards I receive from 
accomplishing each goal, helps me realize I am achieving my mission 
every day in big and small ways. 

Alternatively, I sometimes like to do this exercise backwards by 
imagining what the rewards of a happier mental and emotional life 
might look like. Then think of goals that could help you reach that 
calmer, happier mental and emotional life.

Take a look at the example of form 6 before drafting your own goals and 
rewards.

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 26
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Form 6: Deepest Underlying Desires Form (Sample)

Visible Needs Invisible Needs

Business/Financial Social/Family Physical/Health Mental/Emotional/Spiritual

Goals:
1.

Goals:
1.

Goals:
1.

Goals:
1.

2. 2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3. 3.

Rewards:
1.

Rewards:
1.

Rewards:
1.

Rewards:
1.

2. 2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3. 3.

Get clear on my monthly 
income and expenses

Start a side business

Create a debt repayment 
plan

Financial security

Opportunity for more 
income and dream job

Living debt free. 
Decreases financial 
pressure

Be present mentally and 
emotionally with kids.

Show greater appreciation 
for spouse

Visit aging relatives and 
friends who live far away

Hopefully happy regulated 
kids who feel secure in 
themselves and motivated

Deeper connection and fun 
with spouse

Giving and receiving love 
and making memories with 
loved ones and friends

Meet with a nutritionist 
and form a food plan

Eliminate caffeine

Get more strength and 
cardio exercises going

Feel more physically 
healthy

Feel more calm

Enjoy more day-to-day 
energy and endurance

Decrease panic attacks

Work with a counselor to 
reduce post-traumatic stress

Build and follow a meditation 
plan

Calm, peaceful mind

Feel mentally sound

Experience mature, adult 
regulated emotions

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 27
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Form 6: Deepest Underlying Desires
Visible Needs Invisible Needs

Business/Financial Social/Family Physical/Health Mental/Emotional/Spiritual

Goals:
1.

Goals:
1.

Goals:
1.

Goals:
1.

2. 2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3. 3.

Rewards:
1.

Rewards:
1.

Rewards:
1.

Rewards:
1.

2. 2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3. 3.

Step 4: Where Do You Want to Be? Page 28
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Step 5: Determine What it Takes to Get There

Just as you have invisible and visible needs in life, so are there invisible 
and visible tools and solutions to provide for your needs.

Invisible Tools:
• Focus - That which you focus on will grow
• Discipline - A commitment to show up and follow through the best I can
• Self-Love - Believing and trusting you are a basic core of goodness

Visible Tools:
• Clarity - around what you want and don't want
• Visualization - See yourself accomplishing your goals
• Execution - Find and fill gaps between where you are and want to be
• Teamwork - Build a dream team to support you in reaching your goals

Step 5: What Will it Take to Get There? Page 29
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Clarify - Look at the example of form 7 of someone’s wants and needs around 
finding a romantic and life partner. Notice on the left column, the person filling out 
this form knows they do not want to be in a romantic relationship with someone who 
uses anger when communicating. On the right column, we see that the person 
desires a partner who uses kind tones when communicating with one another. A 
couple of quick tips when writing your list.

NOTE: Use opposites for each word or criteria you are listing. For example, you 
don’t want lying, but you do want honesty, you don’t want to be in a relationship 
with someone who displays blaming behavior, but you do want to be involved with 
someone who takes personal responsibility for their own emotions and lives, etc. 

Often, I start my list by listing what I do not want and that helps me easily pick what 
I do want in contrast. So, knowing what I don’t want is just as important as knowing 
what I do want. 

Go back to the past for clues on what you really want and do not want. For instance, 
if you had a relationship with someone who regularly criticized and blamed you for 
their life not working well, then list criticism under what you do not want, ponder 
what the opposite behavior is that you do want. In this case it might be acceptance of 
each other. Now, go ahead and fill out your “wants” and “don’t wants” in an 
important area of your life. 

Step 5: What Will it Take to Get There? Page 30
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Let's try some of the visible tools that can help you achieve your goals 
and experience your desired rewards.

To clarify your true underlying desires and goals, try form 7 for 
discovering what you want and don’t want in a particular area of life.

Take a moment now and pick one vision, dream, or area of your life 
that you would like to change or move to thriving. Examples might be: 
Finding a life partner, landing meaningful and prosperous work, 
deciding where to move, and more. Think about this area deeply and 
be as honest as you can with yourself on something you would really 
like to do, be, or have in your life, especially that seems unlikely. 

Start with this question, “What is the most abundant dream or 
alternatively the most painful area, you would like to see change in 
your life.” 

When you have picked an area of life to focus on, then list what you 
do not want on the left column and what you do want on the right 
column that is opposite to one another. 

Instructions for Form 7: Criteria for Underlying Needs & Desires

Step 5: What Will it Take to Get There? Page 31
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Notes:
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Need:    ____________________

Directions:   Pick an   area of   your l ife or   “need” you   would l ike to   have or   want to  i mprove.   Then, l ist 
what   you do   not want   and what   you do   want i n each   area. NOTE:   Make sure   you l ist the   opposite for  
each  i tem   you i nclude. 

EXAMPLE:   What I  don’t want  i n   a relationship  i s   “Criticism”. What   I  do   want i s “Appreciation”.  

What   I   don’t   want  What   I   want  

Romantic Partner

Anger Kindness

Lying Honesty

Conditional love Unconditional love

Criticism Acceptance of who we both are

Blaming Personal responsibility

Vagueness around money Clarity around money

Polygamy Monogamy

Revulsionfor one another Admiration for one another

Inflexible Committed to personal growth

Ax in the trunk of their car* Ask me questions to get to know me better*

Form 7: Criteria for Underlying Needs & Desires (Sample)
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Need:    _________________________________

Directions:   Pick an   area of   your l ife or   “need” you   would l ike to   have or   want to  i mprove.   Then, l ist 
what   you do   not want   and what   you do   want i n each   area. NOTE:   Make sure   you l ist the   opposite for  
each  i tem   you i nclude. 

EXAMPLE:   What I  don’t want  i n   a relationship  i s   “Criticism”. What   I  do   want i s “Appreciation”.  

What   I   don’t   want  What   I   want  

Form 7: Criteria for Underlying Needs & Desires
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completing your goal in a particular area of your life is to fill in the 
gaps that are missing.

Instructions for Form 8: Quick Decision

Once you have a clear idea of what you really want in detail in an area of your 
life, you may have decisions come up. The quick decision tool could be 
helpful.

Quick Decisions - When I find myself needing to make a quick or a long-term 
decision that involves another person or a situation and I sense that there is a 
red flag, danger, or a risk of self-sabotage in my upward path, I usually pause 
and ask myself mentally, 

“Is the next action or decision I am about to make directing me above my 
thriving line and aligning with my mission? Is this a win-win decision for 
everyone involved? Or are the words or actions I am contemplating leading me 
below the thriving line to more of a survival or even scarcity way of thinking 
and living?"

Healthy decision making is one of the skills you will need to use throughout 
the execution process if you want to reach or exceed your goals and ultimately 
your underlying desires in life. 

NOTE: I learned the power of the pause and the win-win philosophy from 
reading Stephen Covey’s book the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. So 
remember to pause and ask yourself when you have a choice in front of you if 
you are on the upward path and staying above the thriving line or if you are 
headed onto the downward path into fear and scarcity thinking.

Step 5: What Will it Take to Get There? Page 35
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Form 8: Quick Decision

Step 5: What Will it Take to Get There?
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Interdependence

Independence

Dependence

Your Thriving Life Mission: 
(Win-Win)

Your Surviving/Unconscious Life Outcomes:
(Win-Lose, Lose-Win, Lose-Lose)

Time

The Thriving Line

Is your choice 

Above

or

Below

The Thriving Line
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Determine the gaps between your needs and goals and how to fill 
them in. You can look at form 9 to determine what is missing. This 
form will help her leverage the knowledge, skills, beliefs, and 
motivations she has now as an accountant and determine what she 
needs to gain in knowledge, skills, new beliefs, and motivations to 
bridge the gap between the old career and the new. 

NOTE: For more ideas on how to identify and transfer your current 
knowledge and skills to a new career, check out the book What Color is 
Your Parachute by Richard Nelson Bolles (2020). Don’t forget you can 
make “gaining a new skill” a goal in itself. Take a moment now to 
think about the big change you are trying to make in the life area you 
selected for the wants and don’t wants form. When you’re ready, fill 
out Form 7 with your  knowledge, skills, beliefs, and motivations in 
your current circumstance and determine what you need to gain in 
these areas to make the shift to the change in your life you are looking 
for. In my case, I ask people in the new field, other support people and 
overall research resources what knowledge and skills I need for the 
new field in order to confirm that is the right direction for me as well as 
to speed up my process for making the change. Let’s go!

completing your goal in a particular area of your life is to fill in the 
gaps that are missing.

Instructions for Form 9: Filling the Gaps

Step 5: What Will it Take to Get There? Page 37
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Notes:
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Form 9: Filling the Gaps (Sample)
Gaps to fill to reach mission and goals

What do I already have? What do I want to add?

Knowledge today: Knowledge I want to gain:

Skills today: Skills I want to gain:

Old beliefs: New beliefs I want to adopt:

Motivations today: Motivations I want to change:

Understand finance such as accounting, payroll, 
profitability, and some marketing

The career path for a chef and what training is needed 
What does it take to start my own business?

Basic cooking and baking skills (at home and hobbyist) 
Computer and social media skills 
Earning and saving money 
Excellent discipline, communication, and reliability

High level culinary and baking skills 
How to start and manage a restaurant or food truck 
Artistic skills to sketch dishes and place settings 
Management skills for a kitchen and restaurant team

I have to play it safe and work at a career that pays a lot of 
money. The career must be impressive to my parents and 
their friends. I'm not creative enough to be a chef or an 
artist. I'm not smart enough to run my own business.

If I follow my passion, the money will follow and my life will 
be more abundant than I can imagine. I love creating and 
sharing tasty, healthy food displayed beautifully. I can 
please myself, some people will really appreciate it.

I am motivated to suit up and show up consistently for my 
clients.

I want to be motivated by opportunity and joy instead of fear 
and scarcity thinking. 

Step 5: What Will it Take to Get There? Page 39
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Form 9: Filling the Gaps
Gaps to fill to reach mission and goals

What do I already have? What do I want to add?

Knowledge today: Knowledge I want to gain:

Skills today: Skills I want to gain:

Old beliefs: New beliefs I want to adopt:

Motivations today: Motivations I want to change:

Step 5: What Will it Take to Get There? Page 40
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Remember when picking Dream team members look for people who are 
available and excited to admire and celebrate each other’s upward 
paths, knowing there is plenty of abundance for all of us. Let’s take a 
look at 

Instructions for Form 10: Dream Team
Create a Dream Team to share with: Do you have a list together? If so, now is a good 
time to share your gaps with a friend or support person. A lot of times someone who is 
not going through your circumstances can have some other perspectives and options that 
you may not think about. In fact, this may be a great time to stop and build a dream 
team to partner with you and support your current goal and overall Upward Path. 
Forming a dream team, which is comprised of people you know are in your corner (not 
necessarily someone close), can make a huge difference in finding the best options to 
move your path forward. Members of your dream team can support your self-esteem, 
celebrate the milestones you accomplish, as well as save you priceless time achieving 
your goals. 

So, who do you pick for your dream team? Definitely pick team members who think 
win-win. These are people who thrive by seeing you succeed as well as themselves. This 
could be a professional that you are already working with or it could be one of your 
classmates as long as that person is able is available to emotionally and physically be 
there when you need them. And doesn’t want to take what you are building instead of 
creating and following their own Upward Path. What about family members and close 
friends? Family and close friends could be helpful as long as your success and happiness 
doesn’t threaten their security and lead them to consciously or unconsciously sabotage 
your success. Because the bottom line for a dream team member is that they need to be 
able to support you when you succeed as well as when you struggle, and they need to be 
solidly in your corner so, take time to review the sample dream team list next and then 
draft your own list of dream team members.
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Form 10: Dream Team (Sample)
Name Organization Relationship Address Phone Email Website How can they help?

Patricia Garcia Aunt 123 My Street, 
MyTown

111-222-3333 patriciagarcia@
my email.com

Professional Chef 
+ believes in me

Jennifer Kumar Accountability 
partner - friend

45 My Street, 
My Town

111-222-4444 jennifer@mye
mail.com

She supports me 
and is honest

Susan Wang ABC Counseling Counselor 67 Main Street,  
My Town

111-222-5555 susanmsw@biz
em ail.com

helptoday.com Mental, emotional 
support

James Cantu Workforce Advisor 89 Main Street, 
My Town

111-222-6666 jameswfc@biz
email.gov

biz.gov Financial, career 
support

Robert Pak College Advisor 100 Main 
Street, My 
Town

111-222-7777 robert@mycolle
ge. edu

college.edu Academic and 
Internship support

John Smith Husband 89 My Street, 
My Town

111-222-1111 johnsmith@hus
band.com

Main cheerleader, 
financial support
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Form 10: Dream Team
Name Organization Relationship Address Phone Email Website How can they help?
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Make your goals and vision real by launching your plan into action 
through step 6 in the Upward Path! Here is the recipe:

Launch Ingredients:
• Goals
• Decisions
• Actions
• Complete
• Celebrate

Launch Instructions:
Link the goals you have been working on so far up with decisions to 
support those goals in the real world. Then list specific actions you will 
take to follow through on the goals and decisions you have made so far. 
Then you complete the actions on your list. I recommend that once you 
complete even one or two of the actions on your list that you celebrate 
each action you complete. Your goals will be achieved one action at a 
time. Every completed action adds up to reaching your goals and an 
abundant life. 

Step 6: Launching Your Upward Path
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Notes:
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Starting Point in Area 
Goals

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Deadline
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Decisions
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Deadline
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Actions
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Complete!

Celebrate!

Deadline
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Date Completed ___________

Celebrate Date! ___________

Signed: _________________________  Date: _____________________

Business / Financial

Determine whether to switch careers through informational interviewing and job shadows. April

Select the best training program that fits both my own and my family's needs. June

Land my first apprenticeship and/or start the training program September

Decide who, which  to Interview and job shadow my aunt and at least 5 other chefs. May

After the informational interviews and job shadows, confirm I still want to switch careers July

Decide which training program or apprenticeship fits my needs best to start my path August

Set up and complete informational interviews and job shadows with my aunt and other chefs April

Research the best formal and on-the-job training programs in my area June

Network and apply for the best training program and/or apprenticeship in my area August

9/15/2025

9/16/2025

Pam Smith 1/1/2025

Form 11: Goals/Decisions/Actions Chart (Sample)
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Form 11: Goals/Decisions/Actions Chart

Starting Point in Area 
Goals

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Deadline
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Decisions
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Deadline
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Actions
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Complete!

Celebrate!

Deadline
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Date Completed ___________

Celebrate Date! ___________

Signed: _________________________  Date: _____________________
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Step 7: Overcoming Challenges
Most common obstacles you may encounter on your journey to a happier, 
meaningful, prosperous life. Can you guess the top challenge? Step 7 helps 
you identify and overcome some of the most common obstacles most of us 
face on our Upward Path journey. 

Common challenges:
• Fears
• Feeling stuck
• Not accepting things as they are
• Overdependence on others
• Old coping strategies Win-Lose
• Invalidation
• Comparing yourself to others

Tools for Overcoming challenges
• Deep breathing
• Visualization/desensitization
• Accepting current circumstances
• Mutual appreciation
• Thinking Win-Win
• Sharing challenges with others
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Notes:
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Form 12 (Sample): Pam's Challenges
Look again at some of the challenges Pam is facing in her career change 
journey. First, she is having a fear. Her fear is that even if she goes to the 
training and works in the field, she will never really succeed because her mind 
is telling her she is not creative enough. So what can she do to counter this 
fear? 

One idea is to try it anyway and drop the expectations and judgment of herself. 
She can do this with a part-time entry level job assisting another chef or take a 
single course at her local community college. Once, she starts her training, she 
can track where she is in the process. 

Her second challenge is financial. She knows that if she starts learning to be a 
chef, even part-time, her accounting income will decrease significantly. She is 
almost letting this fear of financial insecurity stop her from even checking out 
this new career. What could help this pressure in her life? One idea is to draft a 
spending plan based on this change in income and share it with her husband. 
Together, they can determine whether it is financially feasible to take this level 
of risk with her career. They can look at it as an investment as she stands to 
earn at least as much or more than being an accountant if she can successfully 
work up to being even a head chef somewhere and more likely if she can start 
her own restaurant or food truck. Notice how even though Pam has other 
challenges such as with relationships or time, fear continues to be the 
underpinning obstacle she faces.
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Type  Description  Actions  Resources  Status  

Not being creative enough Try it. Take courses. Other chefs, schools

Financial Going to school decreases 
income

Draft a spending plan with 
changes

Husband, spreadhseets, 
Dream Team members

Relationship / People Fear of overdependence Look at partnering and long 
term outcomes for the family

Husband, Counselor

Time Ideal timing when kids are in 
college

Life is short. Follow passion 
before kids are in college

Training programs, 
apprenticeship, savings

Fear Fear I won't like being a 
chef

Do info interviews and job 
shadows to get reality

Aunt who is a chef

Fear of failing and wasting 
kid's college funds on me

Consider on-the-job training 
for some of the education

Workforce for entry-level 
jobs and apprenticeships

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

OpenFear

Fear

Form 12: Challenges (Sample - Pam's Challenges)
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Take some time now to fill out your own list of challenges and fears you 
have in the reaching the goals you are trying to striving to achieve . One 
question I ask myself is, “if fear weren’t an issue and money wasn’t an 
object, what would I do right now?” This often helps me produce more 
options for actions and resources than I would by staying in the fear. 
(pause for 10 minutes). 

When you have listed some of your challenges, consider sharing your 
challenges with someone on your team. I find exposing my worst fears to 
the light by sharing them with a trusted person, decreases and often 
eliminates the fears so I can get back on my Upward Path. Often the 
challenges and barriers can also be a helpful sign that you are veering off 
track from your goals and mission. Identifying issues can help you 
change direction when you need to. 

Instructions for Form 12: Challenges
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Type  Description  Actions  Resources  Status  

Form 12: Challenges
For each challenge on your Upward Path, list its type, provide a brief description, decide what actions 
you can take to overcome the challenge, the resources you have to help you overcome the challenge 
and that current status of the challenge.
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Step 8: Determine if You are Still on Track

Measure your visible and invisible needs 
against your actions with these everyday tools:
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Revisit Form 4: Basic Life Inventory (Sample)

Schedule a regular appointment on your calendar to recheck where you 
are on your Basic Life Inventory. Notice if your ratings have changed 
(e.g. as indicated by black arrow) and if you are on track or need to pivot.
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Revisit Form 4: Basic Life Inventory (Sample)

Try drawing your chart by hand for the quickest results. 
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Notes:
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If you know that something is not working in your plan or 
you fail to reach a goal you set for yourself, no worries! 
Change direction and  reaffirm your commitment to your 
Upward Path

Change direction &
Reaffirm the 

commitment to your 
Upward Path

Step 9: Pivot when Necessary
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• Organizations & Groups
• Volunteer & Service Work
• Networking Activities

Review the sample of Pam's Community and Volunteer 
form, then draft write down on the blank form the activities 
and groups you plan to or already are engaging with in your 
community.

Look for:

Step 10: Join the Community Path
Your main focus on the community path is to be of service, give 
and receive support and to network. When you are connected to 
others and receive support from one another naturally as needed, 
you will see that everything is falling into place instead of falling 
apart for yourself and others. 

Step 10: Join the Community Path

,, 
;,� 
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Organizations / Group Memberships
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Since the year
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Volunteer / Service Opportunities
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Schedule
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Networking Activities (WIN-WIN)
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Schedule / Deadline
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Signed: _________________________  Date: _____________________

Form 13: Community/Volunteer Connections (Sample)

World Association of Chefs Societies Just joined

Local soup kitchen Mondays at 8 am

Chamber of Commerce meetings and events 3rd Wednesdays at Noon

Fundraising events art openings 1 per month, goal

Pam Smith 11/1/2025
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Organizations / Group Memberships
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Since the year
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Volunteer / Service Opportunities
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Schedule
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Networking Activities (WIN-WIN)
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Schedule / Deadline
⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

⏱ _____________________

Signed: _________________________  Date: _____________________

Form 13: Community & Volunteer Connections
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Step 11: Assemble Your Plan
Step 11 is a very exciting place to be in your path and in your life. How do you 
feel about your life and possibilities now? If you’ve made it to this point, you’ve 
probably stretched and surprised yourself with the level of commitment to 
yourself and your Upward Path. Completing your Upward Path plan is an act of 
unconditional love and validation for yourself and will likely provide you with a 
deeper sense of security in the world as you find ways to fill all your visible and 
invisible needs. 

Take time now to review the sample Upward Path Summary form 14. Then go to 
the blank form 14 and complete the four checklist items below for the steps you 
have reached up until now. 

Checklist for Your Upward Path Plan:

• Complete and print all forms
• Check the boxes and print form 14 when everything is complete and printed.
• Sign form 14 that you have completed Your Upward Path form.
• Write a letter to yourself and open it a year later that talks about where you

are then compared to where you are now.
When your plan is assembled, move onto your final step of the course...
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Notes:
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Form   14:   Upward   Path   Summary  (Sample) 

Summary   Form  
Mark   checkbox   and   enter   a   date   when   a   step   is   complete.  

Sign   (where   applicable &   print   all   forms if using digital workbook).    Then   proceed   to   step   12!  

Signed:   _________________________    Date:   _____________________ 

Step   1:   Committed   to   Your   Own   Upward   Path   ( Form   1 )    ….……………….....  Date:   _________________ 

Step   2:   Accepted   YOU   are   a   Basic   Core   of   Goodness   ( Form   2 )    ………......…..  Date:   _________________ 

Step   3:   Know   where   you   are   right   now   ( Forms   3   &   4 )    ……………….….....….   Date:   _________________  

Step   4:   Discovered   where   you   want   to   be    ( Forms   5 &  6   )    ...……….....……..…...   Date:   _________________  

Step   5:   Determined   what   it   will   take   to   get   there   (Form s    7, 8, 9 & 10) ...............  Date:   _________________  

Step   6:   Launched   action   plan   ( Form   11 )    …………………...........………….….....  Date:   _________________  

Step   7:   Overcame   challenges   ( Form   12 )    ……..…...……………………...………..  Date:   _________________  

Step   8:   On   track   with   Path   ( Review   statuses   for   all   areas   in   Form   4 )    …......…...….  Date:   _________________  

Step   9:   Pivoted   when   needed   ...................................................…………....……....  Date:   _________________  

Step   10:   Connected   with   Community   ( Form   13 )    ………………...…..…………..  Date:   _________________  

Step   11:   Assembled   Your   Plan   ( Form   14   -   this   form )    ……...…..…....…………….  Date:   _________________  

Step   12:   Celebrated!   ( Certificates )    ………………...………………….......……....  Date:   _________________  

Business & Financial - Career Change

✔ 5/15/25

✔ 5/15/25

6/1/25✔

✔ 6/15/25

✔ 7/1/25

✔ 8/1/25

✔ 8/1/25

✔

✔

10/1/25✔

✔ 10/1/25
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Summary   Form  
Mark   checkbox   and   enter   a   date   when   a   step   is   complete.  

Sign   (where   applicable)   &   print   all   forms.    Then   proceed   to   step   12!  

Signed:   _________________________    Date:   _____________________ 

Step   1: Committed   to Your   Own Upward   Path ( Form 1 )   ….…....…………….....  Date:   _________________ 

Step   2:   Accepted   YOU   are   a   Basic   Core   of   Goodness   ( Form   2 )    ………......…..  Date:   _________________ 

Step   3: Know   where you   are right   now ( Forms 3   & 4 )   ……………....…..….....….   Date:   _________________  

Step   4: Discovered   where you   want to   be ( Forms 5 & 6) ............……………….  Date:   _________________  

Step   5: Determined   what it   will take   to get   there ( Forms 7 ,  8, 9 & 10 ) .....……….  Date:   _________________  

Step   6: Launched   action plan   ( Form 11) ...........……………………………….....  Date:   _________________  

Step   7: Overcame   challenges ( Form 12)  …..…..…...……….……………………..  Date:   _________________  

Step   8: On   track with   Path ( Review statuses   for all   areas in   Form 4 )   …….........….  Date:   _________________  

Step   9: Pivoted   when needed   .........................................................………………..  Date:   _________________  

Step   10: Connected   with Community   ( Form   13 ) ……...……………..…………..  Date:   _________________  

Step   11:   Assembled Your   Plan ( Form 14 -   this   form )    …….......…..……………….  Date:   _________________  

Step   12: Celebrated!   ( Certificates)………………...………........………………....  Date:   _________________  

Form   14:   Upward   Path   Summary 
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Step 12: Celebrate!
Celebrate the completion of your Upward Path Plan. Go to dinner with friends! 
Share your plan with your Dream Team members. Do something nice for 
yourself that you normally wouldn’t due. The point is to take time to honor the 
fact that you valued yourself enough to really look at what will bring you 
happiness, freedom, and prosperity in your life. 

Have someone your on your Dream Team present you with a Completion 
Certificate. You can use either the EveryoneCounts certificate, signed by 
Victoria Alai, Author of Survival 101 and this course, or you can create your 
own custom certificate using the blank certificate. Either way, check box the 
final step on form 14 the Upward Path Summary Form to show you celebrated 
completing your plan. Then, sign and date the plan if you’d like and share 
with supportive people.
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EveryoneCounts.World
Confers this certificate to

for successfully completing 

Upward Path Personal Plan

Awarded the _____ day of __________ , in the year _____

Victoria Alai
Signed





Has completed the Upward Path Personal Plan 

Awarded the _____ day of __________, in the year _____

Signed

Completion Certificate

This certifies that





Notes:
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In Conclusion

“I think it’s possible for ordinary people 
to choose to be extraordinary.”

-Elon Musk

Conclusion

Let's do this!
Page 73
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In Conclusion

“The act of changing my beliefs about 
self-doubt and not giving up, especially 
not giving up on learning to love myself, 

is the biggest and most rewarding 
decision I have ever consciously made.”

-Victoria Alai
Author of Survival 101 and The Upward Path Course
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What's next?

• Live and self-paced courses
o Upward Path
o Find Your Passion
o Realize Your Passion

• News and updates
• Refer and earn
• Forums and support
• Become a life navigator!
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